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		Female	 Number	of	observations	 Time	observed	(h:m:s)	Handling	 Not	Handling	 Handling	 Not	Handling	C128	 5	 1	 01:40:00	 00:20:00	LC	 11	 11	 03:19:47	 03:05:40	P27	 10	 2	 02:34:18	 00:40:00	P34	 13	 5	 03:48:36	 01:11:50	Poppy	 4	 6	 00:59:45	 01:39:04	Tate	 7	 8	 02:12:53	 02:23:23	Tiny	 8	 3	 02:31:23	 00:37:37	Winnie	 6	 3	 01:45:08	 00:32:16	Woopie	 9	 10	 02:34:36	 02:31:06	Z	 11	 5	 02:56:44	 01:23:12	






States	 	Feeding	 Subject	places	food	item	into	mouth	and	ingests	Grooming	other	 Subject	sweeps	hands	through	the	fur	of	another	animal,	inspecting	and	picking	at	debris	Being	Groomed	 Subject	is	groomed	by	another	individual	Auto-groom	 Subject	makes	sweeping	action	of	hand	through	own	fur	inspecting	and	picking	for	debris	often	concentrating	on	one	place	of	their	body	Rest		Scanning		
	
Events	
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Infant	with	mother	 	
	 28	



































	 Response	variable	 Number	of	observations	 Log	likelihood	 Deviance	 P		
Looking-	
around	
73	 -297.94,	-297.77	 0.34	 0.560	
Watching	 73	 -256.59,	-253.36	 6.46	 0.011	












Response	 Number	of	observations	 Log	likelihood	 Deviance	 P		
Walking	 7	 -15.555,	-18.017																						4.924				 0.026	
Sitting	 66	 -443.93,	-444.34																					0.822				 0.364	
Standing	 63	 -347.39,	-354.56																											14.34	 <0.001	
Response	 Number	of	observations	 Log	likelihood	 Deviance	 P	
Walking	 65	 -329.10,	-334.57	 10.958				 <0.001	
Sitting	 59	 -243.59,	-243.59																						0.09			 0.761	






Si�ng	while	feeding	 	 Standing	while	feeding	 	 Walking	while	feeding	 	









































































































	Infant	ID	 Number	of	observations	 Time	observed	(mins)	Mother	 Male	 Mother	 Male	Woopie	 8	 7	 284	 196	Z	 4	 2	 111	 95	Winnie	 5	 3	 149	 106	Tate	 4	 8	 129	 283	Poppy	 3	 1	 120	 17	P30	 3	 1	 92	 40	P34	 8	 1	 239	 23	P27	 7	 2	 255	 75	LC	 5	 3	 182	 94	C128	 2	 1	 80	 32	























LogLik	(full;	null)	 Deviance	 P	value	Females	 20	 --41.717	;			-50.176	 16.918	 <0.001	Males	 20	 -54.282	;			-54.322																						0.0802	 0.777	
Explore Independent	locomo�on	 Squeal

































































































































































































































De Turckheim, G. & Merz, E. (1984) Breeding Barbary macaques in outdoor open 





































































































































































Infant	Behaviour	 Definition	 Code		Exploration				Grab	fur			Climb	on	fur		Mouth	fur		Climb/descend		 	Leap		Pull	away	 	Social	play		Solitary	play		Squeal			Walk/Crawl			Hang		
	Subject	manipulates	object	with	hand,	with	mouth,	grabs	object	or	rummages	parting	soil	and	leaves.	Subject	extends	arm	and	clasps	the	fur	of	another	individual		Subject	clasps	fur	of	another	individual	either	clinging	or	crawling	on	the	individual	Subject	grabs	the	fur	of	another	individual	in	its	mouth	Subject	clambers	up	and	down	a	tree,	twig	or	rock		Subject	pushes	off	with	back	legs	and	extends	front	legs	to	land	Subject	wriggles	and	struggles	to	break	the	hold	of	another	individual	Subject	bounds	around	with	another	individual		Subject	bounds	around	when	alone		Subject	emits	short	lived	high	pitched	vocalization	or	maintains	it	for	longer	durations	Subject	moves	independently	on	the	ground	using	all	four	limbs		Subject	suspends	and	supports	itself	from	a	tree	or	branch	using	any	limb	
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